Foreword
Denmark and Germany share a long lasting tradition for trade in the food
business. For many years we have been exchanging high quality food products, and now organic food is also an increasing part of this trade. Organic
food is an expanding theme in both Danish and German retail trade, and
in Denmark we are very proud of being able to present a wide and deep
range of high quality organic food products to the German retail trade.
German processed organic food products often contain Danish ingredients.
Now Danish organic processed food, as well, is branded in the German
retail trade. Generally Danish companies are characterized by products
with a high standard of food safety, a high level of process technology and
of a high quality.
I wish all exporting Danish companies good luck in the effort of branding
and exporting organic food products to the challenging and very attractive
German market.
Eva Kjer Hansen
Minister for Food, Agriculture and Fisheries
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establishing ROOTS in the German organic food market

1

Recent sales development

Organics have been booming in the German food trade since 2004 – not only has the organic sector grown at twodigit rates since then, but also and foremost, the conventional sector – and here especially the discount chains – has
increased the turnover. Organic food has arrived in the centre of the market, there is no chain that does not carry at
least some organic items.
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Development of turnover and turnover share for organic food in the different supply chains



Recent sales development
Turnover of organic food market in Germany
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Turnover development in the organic field 2006/2007 (source: Agro Milagro research 2008)
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Recent sales development
With an average growth in 2007 of 13.7% above 2006 the organic food sector is not growing as rapidly as the
conventional supply chain, but it still contributes a lot to the general increase of organic products in Germany. The
explanations for this slightly lower growth rate of the organic field are:
a) The organic field has been growing at two-digit-rates for ten years now – therefore extreme growth rates in one
single year are improbable.
b) The conventional food market – and here in particular the discount outlets – had just started offering organic food
at a larger scale one or two years earlier; this has meant that the availability of organic food has grown substantially
for the consumers. Many consumers probably shifted from buying their organic supplies at the organic food store
many kilometres away to buying it at the supermarket around the corner.
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grocery

Recent sales development
Growth 2006/2007 and turnover in organics in European countries

Turnover in organics and per capita consumption in European countries

Even though the economic disturbances of the fourth quarter of 2008 affect the whole economy,
organic turnover is still growing, not at the high rates of the past, but increasingly people discover
this quality for themselves. This indicates that it is not only economic reasons that influence on the
decision of consumers to buy more expensive and higher-quality foods.
Recently the increase has been concentrated in organic and conventional supermarkets and discount
outlets; smaller health food shops are losing turnover.



Product categories and their recent development

Development of organic food categories in the first half of 2008 in the conventional supply chain
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Turnover development in the organic field 2006/2007 (source: AgroMilagro research 2008)



In the first chart we see that some categories
have grown in turnover but not in quantity
(the three on the left).

In all other displayed categories price increases have not affected the sales. The
two columns on the right show that in all
food categories prices have risen at a larger
scale than quantities – but this also means
that rising prices have not affected the sales
of organic products in conventional supermarkets.

Product categories and their recent development
The second chart shows the categories that grew most in conventional
supermarkets in 2007:
Dairy products: +22%
Baby food: +3%
Juices: +27%
Nutriments: +10%
Herbal bread spreads: +29%
Frozen vegetables: +4%



Would you change your
grocer for a guaranteed
and comprehensive
offer from sustainable

Future outlook

production?
76.9 % : yes
21.7 % : no
1.7 % : don’t know

The strong growth in turnover of organic foods in the German retail market, which has characterized the market
from the end of 2004 until the first half of 2008, has slowed down.
Still, there are product categories that keep growing (grocery, dairy) – others have stabilized at a comparatively high
level (fruit and vegetables). From all our experience with the organic food market and its susceptibility to general
economic trends, we may – despite the present general financial problems – expect that this market, after a few
months of reduced growth, will continue to increase – maybe at slightly more moderate rates than in the past.
Some categories in the organic field have still not reached the level of differentiation that the conventional counterparts have: convenience food, functional food, frozen food, meat and sausages – here lie some of the potential
sources of further growth. Also, recent reports on the detection of toxins from pesticides in conventional fruit and
vegetables will – sooner or later – enhance additional organic turnover in this category.
Generally speaking, a standstill of organic foods in Germany is not to be expected in the near future.



Why do German consumers buy organic food?
People who buy organic food want food that is healthy
for them and their families, food that is not genetically
manipulated or treated chemically. They are generally
well-educated, have a good income and know much about
nutrition. They want to know what they eat and drink and
are ready to pay more for this knowledge and quality.
Most of them claim their own food tastes better than
conventional food.
Also, young parents with babies and small children want
the best for their families and do not want to take any risk
of allergy or any other health risks. They regard buying
organic food the safest way of insuring this.



Another group of consumers that has appeared on the German food market
has grown into buying organic food: LOHAS. These are people that integrate
health and sustainability aspects as core elements of their lifestyle and
thus differentiate themselves from other social groups. Organic food is “in”
– impressively shown by the success of products like “Bionade”.
Ethics have recently become a key criterion for deciding where consumers
buy their food – can I trust my grocery store? This was impressively shown
by the severe loss of customers that the organic supermarket chain “BASIC”
had to face when Schwarz Gruppe (Lidl) bought a minor part of the Basic
shares, Schwarz Gruppe (Lidl) being a hard-discount-chain that does not
have the best image among consumers buying organic food.

Why do German consumers buy organic food?
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Why do German consumers buy organic food?

Traditional socio-environmental arguments have become fewer in the course of
recent years – although animal welfare is still a strong argument for organic animal
products.
Also, the rejection of GMO make many consumers go for organic food as they know
that consuming conventional dairy or meat products supports the GMO-industry.
To sum up, the three “G”s are quite illustrative of the consumers’ motivation for
buying organic food: Basic benefit is “organic” – it has to be combined with at least
one of the following values: Gesundheit (healthiness), Genuss (treat/good taste) or
Gerecht (animal welfare, fair-trade, protection of the environment)
Last but not least, consumer conduct has also changed with the increased availability of organic food in the market. Not only because organic food has a good
image, but also because you can buy it in your supermarket and do not have to go
to a store that you are not familiar with.
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consumers
Imported products: Pros and cons
- in the view of a) consumers and b) food trade

Many consumers like organic food of which they know the origin. For them it feels best to know the farmer maybe
even the field from where the potato has its origin. Some of these consumers also have difficulties in believing that
all these foreign products (the imported products) that claim to be organic really ARE organic – they simply mistrust
foreign control systems.
Some consumers also wonder why they should buy a foreign product if they can choose among two, three or more
domestic ones of the same category. Some sustainability conscious consumers will argue that with many products
the so-called food-miles (distance between the place where the product is grown and where it is consumed) are
unnecessary, ignoring the fact that many products from Germany clock up more food-miles than imported products
that have come from across the nearest border.
Generally, it is not the fact itself that products are imported that makes consumers refrain from buying them; or,
in other words, if an imported product has an attractive look, quality and price AND if the product communication
reaches the consumer, it has the same chance of succeeding in Germany as a domestic product.
On the other hand, a German food market without imported food is completely unimaginable, which accounts for
its high acceptance also among organic food consumers. Especially these consumers are very open to new food
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consumers

Imported products: Pros and cons

experiences, new tastes and innovative food concepts, especially people that frequently eat organic food are curious
about what else might match their taste. Of course, most consumers know that many locally grown products are
simply not available all year around.
It has also come to the mind of many consumers that German farmers by no means can fulfil the demands of the
domestic market. Therefore, many people would rather buy an imported organic product than a conventional one
produced in Germany. In addition to that, it fits into their lifestyle to eat food that originates from countries where
they usually go on holiday.
Generally, imported food contributes to the diversity of the German food market and is seen as a welcome supplement to what can be produced here.
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Food Trade

Imported products: Pros and cons

In accordance with consumer demands, the food trade traditionally carries imported foods. Some food traders claim
that the product safety of imported foods is at a lower level than the product safety of domestic foods. Therefore
the ISF or BRC standards have been established by the food trade. This may surely obstruct the flow of imports,
but at least it provides a certain standard of food safety and hygiene. The same applies to the EC organic law and
regulations ensuring organic quality at a comparable level to domestic foods.
Finally, it will be more difficult for the food trade to buy organic food from other countries, be it because of linguistic,
cultural or currency differences. It is the job of the supplier from abroad to overcome these difficulties.
The widespread discussion of a climate balance per product has not yet reached the German food trade, but might
become a more important issue in the future. So, if a non-German supplier wants to supply the German food trade,
no matter which organic trade or supermarket chain it is, he/she will have to comply with the local habits and
customs. If he/she does so, and has an attractive product, plus some compatible product communication he/she
will succeed in getting into the market.
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Positive impacts of imported organic foods
Imported food always transports a bit of the culture of

its best at the moment, risk of unemployment, financial crisis and

its country of origin to Germany – and that is what it

negative global impulses as economic deflation spread the feeling of

should do. Sometimes foreign (agri)cultures are more

uncertainty among the German population. However, the organic food

specialised in certain food categories like e.g. Italy with

sector is one of the few that is stable and still growing. Even in the

pasta and Holland/Denmark with dairy products. The

third quarter of 2008 and in October/November there were increases

further the enrichment of the German market menu by

in turnover of organic food in Germany. Obviously the Germans would

a foreign product goes and the better this enrichment

rather economize on bigger expences like cars than on smaller ones

is communicated as such, the better the chances are

like food, which is something new for Germany.

for this product to survive on the German supermarket
shelves.
Imported food products have the chance of creating
new ideas in the heads of consumers and trade. The

Still, since organic food has now arrived in the mainstream market it
will be more susceptible to economic turbulences than it used to be
when it was only an issue of a few people acting out of conviction.

country exporting a product or product group should
have some competence here in the eyes of German
consumers, but also in the eyes of the trade.
Of course, sometimes foreign products are simply
cheaper than similar German products which can also
have a positive effect on the market.
The general economic climate in Germany is not at
15

Food scandals/food tests and their effects
Most conventional food scandals support the organic food market (e.g. BSE/pesticide residues in fruit and vegetables), this implies that the general public confidence in conventional food production is not very high.
But even the Nitrophene scandal where organic feed that had been stored in contaminated conventional storage
rooms was given to organic poultry (as a consequence organic eggs and poultry products were contaminated) did
not substantially harm the upward trend. Consumers’ trust in organic food seems to be high and firm, although
not endless.
In Germany there are two test magazines that, besides many other commodities, also test food. This testing has
on one hand influenced the German consumers’ awareness of what they eat. On the other hand, it has made food
producers realize that they cannot add just anything that is permitted by law to their food products, but that they
also have to provide a consumer oriented quality.
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This test magazine is more technically oriented. This

Ökotest was established as an alternative to “test” which

is shown for example in the fact that they do not

for years had the monopoly on product tests in Germany.

differentiate between natural vitamins and artificially

The idea was to cover the shortcoming of “test”, namely

synthesized ones, the main thing is whether the

the need to integrate ecological, environmental and

vitamins are in the product or not. The tests are

sustainability criteria into the product tests that generally

being taken seriously by consumers and industry.

cover almost the same product categories.

In some areas, they succeed very well in doing so, but in others, especially food
tests the above-mentioned criteria are at least partly neglected.
Both magazines can be bought on subscription and wherever newspapers are being
sold. TV and Radio programmes also refer to the results of the tests.
Generally, these tests get quite a lot of attention when they are published, they
also initiate product alterations. But usually, there are new tests twice a month,
so the consumers tend to forget them.
Only products with some importance in the German food market are subject to
such tests – thus imported products are not focused on very frequently.

Food scandals and their effects on the organic food market
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Distribution of organic food in Germany
In the market map (see p. 18) it becomes evident that the shown supply chains differ on various points. One of the important ones is whether they are 2-step (i.e. manufacturer to retail) supply chains like most conventional supermarkets
and all discount outlets, or 3-step (manufacturer to wholesale to retail) supply chains like the organic and reformhaus
market. This imbalance accounts for most of the price difference between the two systems. The owner run conventional
supermarkets have a special status since they profit from the efficient and high-volume structure of the conventional
supply chain, but they are not owned by one of the big food traders, yet.
In addition to that, margins in the conventional sector are – due to much higher volume – considerably lower than in the
specialized outlets.
It is important to emphasize this, since the question: ‘which price do I offer to whom?’ is vital for the development of
business. “Forgetting” a margin for a wholesaler can be as fatal as offering a wrong price to a supermarket chain. The
margin structure of the two supply chain systems will be explained in p. 43.
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Food categories and their importance in different supply chains

2

Since organic food has arrived in all sales channels it is interesting to know which products are sold in which channels and at what scale. Generally, the size of the organic range in retail stores corresponds to the time that they
have been dealing in it.
Therefore the number of organic items per outlet decreases from health food stores/organic supermarkets over
conventional supermarkets and drug stores to discount outlets. It is also clear that the general turnover of an item
is a determining factor when it comes to whether or not the item is present in a supply channel.
Finally, the socio-economic neighbourhood of each outlet – can the concrete customers of this store afford it, or
not? – has some influence on the presence of organic items there.
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Food categories and their importance in different supply chains
Turnover shares of selected organic food categories 2007
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Turnover shares of selected product groups in different supply channels (source: AgroMilagro research 2008)

The organic range of the discount outlet “Penny” is the second largest in the discount market
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organic trade
Food categories and their importance in different supply chains
Almost any item can be found in organic food stores, we have seen that those stores carry up to 10,000 different
items, and ALL items they sell are organic.
The conventional supermarkets have become strong in fresh food such as fruit and vegetables and dairy, but also
groceries like cookies, tomato-based products, rice cakes, soy products, juices and condiments have increased in
sales.
Discount outlets only have a limited range of organic foods – an exception is Plus with some 130 items. In the other
stores we find milk, butter, two kinds of cheese, salami, cookies, apple and orange juice, chocolate butter, rolls,
tea, coffee, eggs and varying fruit & vegetables.
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Organic food stores
a)
b)

Health food shops
Organic supermarkets

Product category

Turnover share/%

Bread and bakery products

11

Dairy, Eggs Tofu

15

Fruit/vegetables/mushrooms

17

Meat, sausages, snacks

6

Frozen food

3

Grains, oilseeds, nuts

6

a strong group of health food shops and organic

Pasta, dried fruit, Muesli

5

supermarkets presenting exclusively organic articles.

Bread spread, Honey, Nut spreads

5

There are about 2,500 outlets which account for

Condiments, oils, fats

5

more than 20% of the organic turnover in Germany.

Sweets, cookies, pudding

5

Depending on the size of the sales space per store

Tea, coffee, cocoa

4

the health food shops/organic supermarkets usually

Drinks (juice, beer, wine, water, spirits)

6

present between 4,000 and 7,000 organic items.

Herbs, essential oils, body care

7

Turnover shares are as follows:

Household cleaning+ other

5

a) Health food shops
Unlike most other European countries, Germany has
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Organic food stores
Some health food shops have chosen to specialize
in wine, cheese, fine food, chocolate or cosmetics,
particularly if supermarkets in the neighbourhood
are strong in the organic range. The above data
do not apply here.
In the course of 2008 this group of shops was subject to a decline in sales of an average of 3,5%.

Traditional organic food store

24

b) Organic supermarkets

Organic food stores

The turnover allocation in organic supermarkets above 300 m2 ,– there are about 500 of them in Germany, accounting
for roughly 45% of the turnover in the organic supply chain – is generally similar to the one in health food shops. They
are not so much likely to be specialized, although some of them have large fresh meat and sausage departments or
a large range of delicatessen cheese. The importance of these structures is growing. Every month there are up to 5
openings of new supermarket outlets, whereas the number of smaller health food shops is decreasing steadily.

Organic supermarket
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Organic food stores
The most important organic supermarket chains

Until now, organic supermarkets could only be found in urban neighbourhoods, most of them in cities
above 100,000 inhabitants. The density of them in southern Germany is higher than in the north of
the country. Most of them belong to chains like AlnaturA, Basic, Bio company, denn’s, ebl, Erdkorn
or Superbiomarkt, see address list in the annex.
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Organic food stores
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Organic food stores

Supermarkets
Conventional supermarkets were the second in the German
market to discover organic food. Already in the early 90’s
some chains started offering a limited range of these products.
Since then the choice for supermarket shoppers has grown
to about 1,000 items in some outlets. Especially some owner
run supermarkets offer a wide variety of all kinds of organic
foods. Having started with the core items such as eggs,
milk, butter, yoghurt, potatoes, carrots, onions and lemons
they now display almost all categories that are also on sale
in organic supermarkets.
The relevant supermarket/department store chains offer
many organic products under their private label – such as:
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Organic food stores

supermarkets

Conventional

Product category

Bread and bakery products

13

Dairy, Eggs Tofu

15

Fruit/vegetables/mushrooms

32

Meat, sausages, snacks/chilled

3

convenience food

Organic food stores
Especially for new organic products the supermarket
chains admit branded products outside their own brands.
They test their acceptance with the consumers before
starting the products under their private label.

Frozen food

5

Grains, oilseeds, nuts

4

Pasta, dried fruit, Muesli

6

Breadspread, Honey, Nutspreads

3

Condiments, oils, fats

3

Sweets, cookies, pudding

2

Tea, coffee, cocoa

3

Drinks (juice, beer, wine, water, spirits)

4

Herbs, essential oils, body care

4

Household cleaning+other

3
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Organic food stores
The most important German food chains
Rank
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company

Food turnover
2007/mill EUR

Variation in
%

Organic food stores
Discount outlets
With one exception food discount outlets have only recently started selling organic food, namely from spring 2006. They
were accused of only doing this for image reasons. There were also people that suspected them of paying extremely
low prices to the manufacturers. Finally some were sure, that to the scale, that the German discount market at raw
materials in organic quality can not be sourced.
Of course, the image factor was important when the decision to launch an organic range was made, but discount outlets want to make money from what they do, and this also applies to the integration of organic food into their ranges.
Manufacturers were paid the regular price. The reason for the low retail price for organic products in discount stores
lies in the efficient supply chain and the handling applied, discount outlets do simply not have the same expences as
supermarkets.
Indeed the entry into the organic business by the discount outlets in 2006 impacted on the German raw material markets considerably, e.g. pork meat rose in price by 40 % and milk by 25 % - potatoes were simply sold out in June/July
2007. During this shortage of raw materials it became evident that Germanys organic farmers do not produce enough
to satisfy market demands, and as a consequence import of organic food increased remarkably.
Most discount outlets offer a very concentrated range of products, i.e. items that are needed every day by most
consumers: milk, butter, eggs, apples, carrots, potatoes, tea, Gouda cheese, sliced salami and sometimes bread or
rolls. All of them, however, started with some 35 – 40 items, 20 of which they have since unlisted, but all sold at very
competitive prices.
The typical discount customer is not very much interested in organic food, this partly accounts for the reduction of the
ranges in most discount shops. For foreign manufacturers it is quite difficult to become a permanent supplier to German
discount outlets, they have to be very competitive on price and to offer a very good quality at the same time.
31

Important German discount outlets, their organic labels and the approximate number of organic items:

Aldi Nord

Aldi Süd

Lidl

20 - 25

40 - 45

45 - 50

Plus

Penny

Norma

100 - 120

75 - 80

40 - 45

Organic food stores
32

... and one example of their price policy: prices on white background are health food shop prices on comparable items

Organic food stores
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Organic food stores

Blockplacement of organic products in a drugstore

Drugstores
Owners of drugstores, traditionally selling things like soap, toothpaste and diet food, know that they also are
trusted by the consumer when it comes to health issues. Therefore they also sell all kinds of minerals and food
supplements. In addition they sell tea and coffee, so why should they not widen their grocery range to include some
organic items? Therefore most drugstores have started carrying an almost full line of organic grocery products,
all packaged and long shelf life items.
Starting with juices and soymilk they then sold muesli and cornflakes, sugar, condiments, cookies, chocolate, honey
and marmalade, oil and vinegar, pasta sauce and tomato ketchup, finally adding noodles and rice. The organic
range includes some 150 – 200 items and is generally blockplaced in the shop:
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Drugstores

Organic food stores

Drugstores are almost all part of a chain, the major drugstore chains are:
Rank

Company

Turnover 07/

Number of outlets

Million EUR

2007

1.

Anton Schlecker

6.156

11.274

2.

dm - drogeriemarkt

3.017

936

3.

Rossmann

2.732

1.432

4.

Müller

1.894

425

5.

Budnikowski

310

112

These five chains hold about 97% of the
drugstore market turnover in Germany.
AlnaturA sells a range of about 350 organic
items under their private label in the stores of
dm and Budnikowski. Based on arrangements
with these drugstore chains there is no price
competition with the AlnaturA stores.
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Reformhaus shops
A special type of health food shop is
what is called „Reformhaus“ in Germany. These are mostly shops with
smaller sales floor (up to 250 m2).
Traditionally they do not carry fresh
food (dairy and fruit and vegetables).

Typical traditional Reformhaus

Their domain is dietary food, food

Organic food stores

supplements, natural cosmetics and
body care, natural medicine, herbal
tea, fruit and vegetable juices, vegetarian specialties (tofu, bread spreads),
gluten free products, dried fruit &
nuts and some other.
...and inside
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...and one of the modern ones

Reformhaus shops

Organic food stores

These categories are all set up as a mixture of conventional and organic proveniences; many of the products are manufactured and supplied by special companies that produce exclusively for the reformhaus shops. There are also special
reform wholesalers handling these goods. Since the reform business tends to cover all their needs by using their own
suppliers, this market looks almost closed.
An important feature in reformhaus shops is that almost all of them provide professional advice for their customers, they
run their own academy to train the sales personnel. Recently, the business of about 2,000 outlets went through a crisis,
turnovers decreased over five consequent years, and now it is opening towards the organic food market. This means that
many reformhaus shops have increased their sales floor, integrated organic fresh food into their range and have started
buying from organic food wholesalers. Therefore innovative concepts and products now have a chance to get in.
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As in all other market segments chains play an increasingly important role in the area, there are a handful of
chains covering about 70% of the market. The most important ones are listed below. They can make their own
decisions on what to sell and the reformhaus shop or organic wholesale will regularly list these products.

Company

Outlets

Head office and region covered

Vitalia

120

Sauerlach/ southern Bavaria+Berlin

Bacher

69

Remscheid/ north-western Germany

Ebken

23

Syke/Northern Germany

Escher

20

Bad Bergzabern/Central-western
Germany
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Herrmann

17

Oberursel/ Frankfurt area

Engelhardt

16

Hamburg/ Hamburg area

Seibel

13

Paderborn/ Northern central Germany

Freya

12

Frankfurt/ Frankfurt area

Reformhaus shops

Organic food stores

Organic food stores
Other sales channels

Farm shops and market stalls

About 80% of organic food in Germany is sold in the above-mentioned structures, still there are other sales channels
that are of relevance:
a) Farm shops and market stalls. Some of these are regular health food stores, but a large number puts its accent on
the sale of the home grown fruit and vegetables, homemade sausage and marmalade. Most of these shops are hooked
up to an organic food wholesaler, but sell groceries from there on a small scale. It is difficult to get into this structure
from outside.
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Butchers and bakers

b) Butchers and bakers. The majority of these is not yet part of a chain. The shops mainly sell things they have made
themselves from raw material. Apart from the traditional organic bakers and butchers, in recent years also more and
more bakers and butchers integrate organic items into their range. Therefore these sales structures are interesting for
suppliers of raw materials, but not for manufacturers of organic food..
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Organic food stores

Other sales channels

Organic food stores

Other sales channels

c) Catering and big kitchen suppliers. More than 30% of food and drink in Germany are consumed outside the homes in
canteens, restaurants, hospitals, fastfood chains and many more. As one of the last sectors of the German food market
this one started with organic food just a couple of years ago. Mostly the kitchens buy their organic supplies from the
sales channels that also deliver their conventional supplies. There are a few specialized suppliers that offer organic food
in this market segment. This shows that the organic consumption in this sector is not at a high level yet. Unless one has
a tailor-made offer for big kitchens it is hard to convince the catering/big kitchen wholesale to integrate organic products
from abroad into their offer. But companies that already successfully supply caterers in their country with organic food
have a good chance of becoming supplier here too. Yet, it must be mentioned, that this sector is one of the most price
sensitive ones in Germany.
d) Internet-shops. It is very difficult to get data on internet trade, this also applies to data on food. Still, most of these shops
are supplied by organic wholesalers, thus they belong to the organic supply chain and are simply retailers. But internet
trade has no high relevance in the German food market yet. Only specialties like tea, coffee, wine and fine chocolate are
sold at a larger scale there.
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Margin structure in the organic and conventional trade
The price base any organic wholesaler, but also the conventional supermarket chains, set is the free delivered net
price of a product, i.e. the price at which they get an item into their warehouse. All transportation, insurance,
handling and other fees must be covered before. This is the purchase price.
For example: an item costs EUR 1,00 net for the customer (organic wholesaler or supermarket chain).

Purchase price
wholesaler/net

Mark up
Purchase
whole-saler % price retailer/net

Organic trade
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Mark up
retailer incl.
VAT %
(average)

Consumer
price incl.
VAT (7/19%)
EUR

Normal 1,00

25

1,25

65

2,06

Sales-promotion
10% => 0,90

22

1,22

50

1.83

organic trade

Margin structure in the organic and conventional trade

Neither the wholesaler nor the retailer are forced to reduce their mark-up in a sales promotion. However, they will
normally do so. Therefore a retail price of EUR 1.99 and a promotion price of EUR 1.79 will be the result.
Producers should give a discount amounting to 5 to 15% max. only on one or some items for a limited time of one
month max. Some introductory discounts may last six weeks, but no more! The regular sales promotion discount
is 10 %. Less than 5% discount is too little to have an attractive effect on the consumer price and more than
15% gives your partner the impression that your normal price is too high or that there are reasons why you must
off-load your products fast.
If you want to offer more than 15% discount or discount more than 5 items, or if your discount is to last more than
four weeks, ALWAYS talk to your partner to explain your motives and listen to the response you get. Reformhaus
wholesalers have a quantity oriented discount system: they buy e.g. “100 + 20”. This means that they order the
quantity of 120 units, but only pay for 100 units, this is a discount of 16,666%. Other common graduations are
11+1, 55+5, 105+15 and 480+120. They sell the goods to their customers at the same discount. This type of
discount is normally only given on one delivery to the wholesaler.
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organic trade

Margin structure in the organic and conventional trade
In recent years a habit that comes from the conven-

Normally the base bonus amounts to 1– 2% and the increase bonus

tional food trade has spread to the structures of the

to 3 – 4%. “WKZ” stands for “Werbekostenzuschuss” and is to help

specialized trade, they ask for conditions called: “URV”

cover the marketing expenses of the wholesaler. The advantage of

and/or “WKZ” and “Skonto”. “URV” stands for the Ger-

a WKZ is that the supplier can leave the marketing activities to the

man word “Umsatz-Rückvergütung” – this is a bonus

trade – but then the supplier has no or very little control over what

to be paid subsequently at the end of the year by the

is being done for the marketing of his product. WKZ can be based

supplier to the wholesaler. It rewards the wholesaler for

on turnover but it can also be a fixed amount per year – generally it

his efforts in handling and selling the products during

should not exceed 3% of the turnover. Some wholesalers will also

the year. It is based on the turnover of the past year

ask for contributions to the printing and distribution costs for their

– the correct translation would be “turnover-bonus”. It

bi-weekly leaflets. This can cost up to EUR 2,500 per item.

is divided into two fractions: a) a base bonus referring

“Skonto” stands for a discount granted by a supplier to the whole-

to the turnover of the past year and b) the increase
bonus, referring to the increase of turnover over the
previous year.
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organic trade

Margin structure in the organic and conventional trade
saler for early payment. Regular payment terms in Germany
are: 30 days or 60 days – after receipt of the invoice (so, send
off your invoice in time!).
You can make a wholesaler pay more quickly by offering Skonto
– then the agreement should be 7 days or 14 days. Skonto
normally amounts to 1–2% of an invoice amount and has to
be deducted from the sum by the supplier. It is also possible to
offer both – this is then formulated: “Zu zahlen: EUR 1,000,-netto bis zum 26.1.2009 oder mit 2% Skonto: EUR 980,-- bis
zum 5.1.2009“.
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conventional trade

Margin structure in the organic and conventional trade
The price base is the same as shown above, so the purchase price implies the same as above.
Purchase price
Supermarket chain
or conv. wholesaler

Distribution
costs

Purchase
price retailer

Mark up
retailer incl.
VAT %
(average)

Consumer
price incl.
VAT (7/19%)
EUR

Conventional trade
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Normal 1,00

12

1,12

45

1,62

Sales-promotion
10% => 0,90

12

1,01

40

1.41

Margin structure in the organic and conventional trade
Naturally the consumer prices of 1,62 and 1,41 will be downsized to 1,59 and 1,39. But evidently organic products
are cheaper in supermarkets than in organic stores. There are several factors accounting for this; the costs per
store or per square meter are considerably lower in supermarkets than in organic food stores; supermarkets carry
fewer items with higher turnovers, which brings down the cost per item. Then – as we have seen – conventional
supermarkets are part of a two-step supply chain – this cuts the costs by one margin.
The ideas about conditions like WKZ and Skonto are sometimes even more elaborate, than in the organic food trade.
Today supermarkets and discount outlets cover more than half of the organic food sales in Germany.

conventional trade
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Certification levels
Before 1992 organic certification in Germany was done by the domestic organic associations like “Demeter”, “Bioland” or “Naturland”, altogether there were about seven associations. Standards for “organic” had been harmonized
some years before by SÖL the central organization of all these associations and were higher than what came to be
the EU-organic standard (EU 2092/91).
When the EU organic law came in 1993 privately operated control bodies were established in Germany. They took
care of the compliance with the EU regulations of farmers, processors and packers. These control bodies are subject
and responsible to government authorities that check the standards and personnel of the control bodies and receive
their reports. In any case of irregularity these government authorities are to be immediately notified and involved.
The German organic associations also founded their own control companies since they had very much experience in
control, and since they also wanted to maintain their organic standards that they had set up many years earlier.
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The logos of the most important organic associations:

Certification levels
Consequently different levels of certification quality developed in the market.
In the German organic field there are three distinguishable certification levels:
A. The organic base level: organic according to EU 2092/91, these products are entitled to bear the BioSiegel and make up the bottom line of what is named organic in Germany. All imported goods that are organic
according to the EU law may be labelled with the BioSiegel after proper application.
B. International goods from German organic associations like “Demeter international” or “Naturland International”, these products may bear the BioSiegel and the Demeter or Naturland logo.
C. Domestic goods from German organic associations like “Demeter” “Bioland” “Naturland”, GÄA or “Biokreis
Ostbayern”
The reason for this structure is that organic wholesalers in Germany always prefer food in the following
order:

}

a) Regional			

b) Domestic		
bearing a German organic association logo

c) International		

d) EU-Standard
Only “Demeter” and “Naturland” accept foreign manufacturers, all other associations have up to now been
strictly domestic (one small exception is given by some Bioland farmers in Northern Italy, but this is for historic
reasons).
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Certification levels

This preference for domestic and association labelled foods
does not apply to the conventional food trade. In most supermarkets you can only find organic products under the private
label of the supermarket chain (see, p. 41) – and all discount
outlets sell exclusively their own organic label. The only other
logo to be found on these products is the BioSiegel.

The organic associations in Germany do not want their logo to be used by food discount outlets since this might
damage their good image in the public eye and with the organic food trade. And the conventional supermarket
chains have simply decided to promote their own organic labels like EDEKA Bio or REWE Bio instead of the
ones of organic associations. So their logos are not to be found on organic food in supermarkets either.
Still, some owner run supermarkets and even some chain run supermarkets look for regional offers when it
comes to fruit, vegetables and fresh meat/delicatessen products. But all other categories may come from
anywhere, as long as they are organic and labelled with the German BioSiegel. The only other logos to be found
on these products are the BioSiegel and the EU-logo.
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Qualities of a successful imported product
German consumers buy organic products for various reasons, but most of these refer to domestic, or more precisely
regional, organic products. They like the food safety, they want to know where the products come from, and they like
to build up a personal relationship to a product and its manufacturer. Admittedly, all this is mainly aimed at organic
regional fresh fruit and vegetables, but ideally all groceries should possess the same above-mentioned qualities.
But they do not. Domestic organic groceries in German supermarkets and organic food stores come from all over
Germany and of course, from abroad. Why do some of the imported products sell very well in Germany?
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a) They are packaged in Germany. This does not necessarily have any real positive effect, but the consumer is
more likely to believe in the high standards of quality assurance and due diligence. Sometimes these products
bear mixtures of foreign and German names and their packaging is tuned to Germany.
b) They are authentic. This means that the credibility of the products’ organic origin and their quality is high.
The countries of origin of these products have a certain competence in making this food in the eye of the German consumer. This accounts for the success of Greek olive oil or Italian pasta.
c) They convey hand-craftsmanship of the native people in the country of origin, for example French cheese
or sausage.
d) They are very originally packaged. This applies to some cookies from England or tea from Japan.
e) They come from a country where the climate is favourable to the production of the product; wine, olives
and tea are good examples.
f) They are extraordinarily interesting and have a good taste; in a food market where taste is widely standardized, consumers look for exceptional experiences – mozzarella and parmiggiano from Italy are examples.
g) They stand for an entirely new concept of nutrition – like smoothies that originate from the US, and fresh
soups from England or Denmark.
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Qualities of a successful imported product
To be successful, an imported product should have one or more of these
qualities. It is also important to label the product in German. Even too many
languages, besides German, on the label disturb the German consumer.
The look of the product should be self-explanatory, especially if the product
is not yet well-known in Germany.
After all, the German consumer that is open to organic food is also open to
trying new things and will do so, if he or she can afford to. And this leads to
another important issue influencing success: the price. If there are comparable products in the market, an imported product should not be much more
expensive than this. If not, it is necessary to respect certain price barriers.
These barriers can only be determined from product to product.
BioVerde products are imported from the Mediterranean area and packaged in Germany. Native oils from BioPlanète are produced and bottled in
France.
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Outlines for business with the German food trade
For a good and successful relationship with the food trade in Germany there are some rules to follow – at least,
getting on is a lot easier if a manufacturer knows these rules and acts accordingly, whether he deals with food
chains or with organic food wholesalers.

General customs
Imagine that a manufacturer of organic food has succeeded in becoming a supplier to one of these companies
– what had he better do to secure his position?
1. Delivery within a week. Any food trade company will expect ordered goods to be in the warehouse one week after
they have been ordered. If delivery takes longer or gets delayed, the managers in charge will want to be notified.
2. Constant availability. Except if agreed otherwise, a product should be available all year; if a manufacturer is expecting a shortage in supply, he should inform his customers to what extent and how long this shortage will last.
3. Best prices. Any food trade company wants to buy at the best possible price. If you want to make differences
between food trade companies, always link these to the ordered quantity. Other reasons for differing prices are
difficult to communicate.
4. Price reliability. If a manufacturer wants to change the price of one or several items, he must notify the wholesaler
in writing at least two months in advance. It is best to name the reasons for the price change frankly.
5. Bar codes. All packaged items have to bear an EAN-13 barcode. Its scanner legibility is essential. A barcode
should never be changed without very good reasons. If you still have to do so, inform your customers in writing
two months in advance.
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Outlines for business with the German food trade
6. Shelf life. Shelf life should always meet the announced time span, and even exceed it. Never deliver “old” food. If
the shelf life is going to be shorter than agreed, discuss this with your customer before sending off the goods.
7. Packaging and recipe reliability. Any change in packaging, packaging units or the recipe of a product must be
communicated in detail to the food trade company as they have to adapt their product information system. Do so
two months in advance.
8. Introductory promotion. In order to be able to introduce a new item properly, a food trade company expects support
from the manufacturer. This means: discounts of 8 -12% for four weeks or on the first two orders; samples of the
item for his most important customers; written information for both shops (sales arguments) and consumers.
9. Turnover. Together with the purchaser of his customer a manufacturer should define which turnover an item
should have in the first and following years in order to be regarded as a success. Otherwise it may happen that an
item is suddenly discontinued by the customer “for lack of satisfactory sales”.
10. Meet your customer. There are a number of shows in the German food business (ANUGA; BioFach…). Buyers
regularly attend these shows. This is a good chance of meeting them; make appointments with your customers
some weeks ahead of a show so you will not miss them. Of course, you might also get an invitation to meet your
customer at his premises around the end of the year, never turn down such an invitation. And be prepared for your
customer asking for better conditions, lower prices or other things to be performed by you and your company.
In Germany business people address each other by saying “Herr Meyer” (Mr.Meyer) or “Frau Müller” (Ms.Müller),
and they say “Sie” (You). Only when they know each other quite well, will they begin to call each other by the first
name and then also say “Du” to one another. Normally the older person or the person higher in rank has the right
to suggest the more casual way of addressing each other, but in most cases this never happens.
Ask your customer how he wants you to communicate with him. Normally you will propose e-mail and telephone
and ask if this is okay for him.
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Outlines for business with the German food trade
Special habits in the organic food trade
In the organic sector you will generally deal with organic food wholesalers; here are some things to keep in mind.
1. Automatically send off your organic certificate when you have passed your yearly recertification and have received
your certificate, fax or e-mail it to all of your German customers. Especially the organic food wholesalers insist on
regular presentation of the organic certificate.
2. Full declaration of ingredients. Many consumers of organic food in Germany have allergies or have family members that have. They shop in organic food stores because they know that all products have a complete declaration
of ingredients. The laws and regulations permit the omission of certain ingredients. In any case, all ingredients of
a product should be declared, especially if it is to be sold in the organic supply chain.
3. When the organic food stores and wholesalers started in business, there was no or very little organic food
available on the market. This led to the establishment of totally new – 100% organic – brands and often even totally
new products. All these were exclusively available in the organic food stores. Conventional supermarkets today have
become the main competitors of the organic food stores and of the organic supermarkets. This is because they
sell all the products that also sell best in the organic field. In p. 33 we saw that the same product can cost up to
30% more in an organic food store than it does in a conventional supermarket. This is why organic wholesalers
do not want “their” brands to be sold in the conventional field. Some wholesalers even systematically clear their
stock of products that are also to be found in conventional supermarkets. That is why a manufacturer, domestic or
foreign, should offer his products under different brand names to the organic supply chain and to the conventional
supermarkets.
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Outlines for business with the German food trade

Some examples:

Butter for the organic supply chain and for conventional
supermarkets. Both manufactured by the dairy “Söbbeke”

Müesli for the organic market and the conventional. Both
organic

conventional

manufactured by Rapunzel.

The Bauck company produces for organic food stores
under their first brand “Bauck-hof” conventional supermarkets get “Organic Farm”.
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Sales material
To be able to sell to a German customer from the food trade this customer needs to receive your offer in writing.
At trade shows it is a good idea to have these documents available. If you contact your prospective customer from
your office, you may as well e-mail them to him at the same time.
a) Product list: you want to inform interested people about your products. Therefore you gather the most important
information and pictures of your products and print them on a list. The prices of your products do not belong here,
they should be printed on a separate sheet. Please refer to p.67 for an example of such a product list.
b) Price list: The reason the price list should be kept apart from the product list is that by doing so, you can print
your product list in a high quality and use it for different types of customers that do not necessarily get the same
prices. This price list contains similar information to the product list, but no pictures, and of course the price,
price graduations (e.g. for higher quantities), transportation and terms of payment, shelf life of your products at
delivery, order lead time and some other details – see p.67. In some cases it will be better to write an offer instead
of sending a price list. You can also individualize your price list by writing for whom it is.
Prices offered should always be free delivered. In some cases it is important to mention how long these prices are
valid.
c) Logistic data: When your customer has shown interest in your products please supply him/her with hard facts
about them. Tell him/her all his/her company needs to know to be able to handle your products correctly: weights
and dimensions, required temperatures, EAN-codes for packaging and unit storage conditions, shelf life, order and
transportation information. Never add prices to this information. See also p.67
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Sales material
d) Organic certificate: you should submit your organic certificate to your customer when he has shown concrete
interest in buying your products.
e) Product specifications: For some customers, mostly within industry, product specifications are important. Here
you gather all facts about your product, describing it in details needed for processing it. If a trading company asks for
specifications, try to find out what the specifications are needed for. It is good to find out which facts your customer
needs before setting up these specs.
f) A flyer about your company and its products in general: though they are professionals, show your customers that
you also have consumer information in German available. This emphasizes the seriousness of your commitment and
shows that you are wellprepared for the next step, namely selling to the German food market.
g) Samples: At trade shows, samples and tastings are an absolute must, but if you contact a customer from your
office and he signals interest in your products, send him samples. It is best to ask how much he needs and to act
accordingly. Make personally sure that the samples sent off from your company are correct: the latest packaging/
labelling, correct and undamaged packaging, best shelf life possible, name and address of the customer correctly
written, etc.
Generally, the above documents and actions are sufficient to successfully start a business relationship. You do not
need all of them at the beginning, but be prepared for your customer asking for them.
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Short historic review of the German organic food market

The organic food market as we know it today began to develop in the
late 1960’s, probably in the course of the broad political upheaval of
that time. Some farmers started changing their cultivation methods,
some consumers began asking for the resulting products deeply
mistrusting the established industrial ways of agriculture and food
processing; and there were people working out rules for proper
organic agriculture forming the basis for a directed development of
organic farming. The organizations Bioland and later Naturland were
the result of this. The Demeter Bund had been in existence for some
time as the anthroposophical movement had emerged from ethical
and agricultural statements made by Rudolf Steiner in the 1920’s.
It seems important to point out that the driving force behind the whole
political movement, which it was and remained until the 1990’s, was
to be different – “alternative”.
Farmers, owners and employees of the first organic wholesalers, food
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manufacturers and shopkeepers did their work foremost for idealistic

reasons and for very little money. The ideals
were: “keep our environment (air, water, soil)
clean!”, “Do not support the agrochemical
industry” “Do not go along with the environment destroying agro-political programs” ,
“Eat more natural/raw food”. In these early
days neither the health of the consumer nor
the good taste of the food products was a
major issue – most important was “organic”
as an alternative to the established industrial
processes.
In the 1970’s there were one or two organic wholesalers, very few organic food
shops and the distribution mainly functioned
through so-called food coops, groups of
private people that bought food directly from

farmers and also from wholesalers and sold it to their members
with no or only very little profits. It was very difficult to get hold of
organic food then.
Still, the demand for reliable food grew and got a big push by the
Chernobyl disaster in April 1986 for there it showed that official

This was the time when the discount outlets did not want to

politics tended to play down the dangers of food contamination.

stand by and watch any more. The discount outlet “PLUS”,

Still, the market share of organic food did not reach 1% of food

owned by Tengelmann at that time, had already started a

consumption in Germany in the 1980’s.

quite successful organic line in 2002 and now the other

In the course of the 1980’s and 1990’s a network of organic food

discount outlets started developing their own organic brands.

wholesalers and shops developed, and it was not until about 1995

These are exclusively private labels and ALDI launched its

that the organic issue became of interest to some food chains in

range of about 25 items in April 2006, Lidl followed in June

Germany. The organic market share had reached about 2.5% at

2006 and some others followed until summer 2007. Since

that time.

the discount chains cover almost 50% of the German food

Then the major conventional food chains like EDEKA, Tengelmann

market the impact on the organic field, especially the raw

and REWE started their own organic programs - first with only

materials sector, was immense. It soon became evident that

some items, but it became increasingly more professional, and by

the supply needed by the market could not to be satisfied by

2005 all supermarkets in Germany carried organic food – some

the German organic farmers, very many raw materials have

(tegut, Tengelmann) even with some 100 items.

since been imported, mostly from EC-countries.
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Organic food wholesalers in Germany
Name

Street+no.

ZIPcode+city

Tel.
++49-

Dennree Naturkost
GmbH

Hofer str. 11

95183 Töpen

9295-18-0

Weiling

Erlenweg 134

48653 Coesfeld

2541-747-41

s.malinowski@weili Weiling.de
ng.de
Bioladen.de

Naturkost Elkershausen

Levinstr. 9

37073 Göttingen

551-50661-0

info@naturkostelkershausen.de

Grell Naturkost

Boschstr. 3

24568
Kaltenkirchen

4191-9503-0

Grell.de
Reiner.Broitzmann
@grell.de

Bodan Naturkost

Zum Degenhardt
26

88662 Überlingen

7553-9479-0

Bodan.de

Terra Naturkost

Gradestr. 92

12347 Berlin

30-639993-0

PaxAn

Raiffeisenstr.2

72829 Engstingen

7129-141-0

Paxan.de

Naturkost West

Daimlerstr.4

47167 Duisburg

203-5707-70

Naturkost-west.de

Midgard GmbH

Holzstr. 7

13359 Berlin

30-4849090

Pural Naturkost

Kiefernstr.11

76532 Baden-Baden 7221-5096-41

e-mail

Dennit.de +
Biomarkt.cc

k.henkel@terranatur.de

post@midgardnaturkost.de

F: fresh goods D: Dry food; DF: deep-frozen MD: managing director
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www.

Naturkostelkershausen.de

Terra-natur

Midgardnaturkost.de

Contact
D: Frau Uta Rüdiger
F+DF: Karin Ortlepp-Sachsenweger
D+F: Sandra Malinowski –41,
F: Andreas Vier - 23
DF: Herwarth Leben - 21
D: Reiner Broitzmann, - 64
F: Thomas Kölker -34
DF: Samir Besic - 32
D: Sigi Roth - 111
F: Axel Vathauer - 115
DF: Damian Ferk - 120
D: Annette Engel
F: Kerstin Henkel - 36
DF: Kerstin Henkel
D+DF: Heiz Beck
DF: Andreas Pedretti - 223
D: Andrée Mols
F: Georg Erhardt - 7223
DF: Christian Peraic -7224
D+F+MD: Klaus Bartels
MD: Ulrike Claus

Organic food wholesalers in Germany
Ökofrost GmbH

Bregenzer Str 5

10707 Berlin

30-787 766 66

www.oekofrost.de
a.rinklin@
rinklinnaturkost.de

Rinklin Naturkost

Bruckmattenstr 18

79356 Eichstetten

7663-9394-16

Phönix Naturkost

Siemensstr.3

61191 Rosbach

6003-9129-0

Phoenix-naturkost.de

Ökoring

Dieselstr. 9

82291
Mammendorf

8145-9308-0

Oekoring.com

Pingu Öko-TK-Service

Lujo-Brentano-str. 11
Ludwig Erhard Str.
34

83209 Prien

8054-90 94-91

28199 Bremen

421-528777-0

Bio-antakya.de

Am Forst 2

26197 Huntlosen

4487-921-0

Kornkraft.com

8638-9877-0

Die-chiemgauer.de

BioAntakya
Kornkraft Hosüne
Chiemgauer
Naturkost
Gebr. Franz

Rinklin-naturkost.de

Pavillonstr.45

83567 UnterreitGrünthal
66740 Saarlouis

6831-41087

-

Lübenerstr. 13

90471 Nürnberg

911-98996-0

-

Handelskontor
Willmann

Tafinger Str. 8

71665
Vaihingen/Enz

07042-95 71 –32

Naturkost Nord

Am Bauhof 2

21218 Seevetal

04105-58040-0

Biogarten GmbH

Liebigstr. 1a-5

40721 Hilden

2103-9503-0

Naturkost Kontor
Bremen

Am Waller Freihafen
1

28217 Bremen

421-53797-7

Zaich und Woar

Gmein 1-2

F: fresh goods D: Dry food; DF: deep-frozen MD: managing director

DF+MD: Florian Gerull
D: Jens Laszlófy -16
F: Armin Rinklin -14
D: Klaus Tröger
F: Manou Lowies
D: Thomas Biermann
F+MD: Robert Dax
DF: Robert Dax
DF: Frau Heinisch
D+F: Silvia Apel
D: Hartmut Rebers -122
F: Markus Schröder
D+MD: Fritz Huber
F: Rudolf Paulini
D+MD: Gregor Franz
D+MD: Johannes Endres
D+MD: Gottfried Willmann

info@naturko
st-nord.de
arndt@biogar
www.biogarten.de
ten.de

D+MD: Mathias Deppe
D: Susanne Arndt - 50
MD: Wilfried Schaffer
D: Dieter Liese -86
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Organic supermarket chains 2008
name

outlets

street

ZIP/city

contact

Erdkorn

14

Wendenstr.130

H.Hintz

SuperBioMarkt

13

Leibnitzstr 2 a

AlnaturA

36

Basic

26

Darmstädter Str.
63
Richard-Strauss
Str.48

20537
Hamburg
48165
Münster
64404
Bickenbach
81677
München

Naturata Köln

3

50937 Köln

EO komma

6

Berrenrather
str.201
Neuenburgerstr.13

10969
Berlin

H. Lutz
Grössel
H. Mario
Schulz

LPG

6

Mehringdamm 2030

10961
Berlin

H.
Schauerte

Bio Company

13

Bundesallee 89

Bio-Frischmarkt

7

Schönhauser Allee
10-11

VollCorner

6

Augustenstr. 55
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12161
Berlin
10119
Berlin
80333
München

Fr.
Eickhorst
H.
Charhouri
H. Gerhard
Sailer

Ludwig
Rieswick
Georg Kaiser
Kolja Laube

phone

e-mail
www.
040info@erdkorn.de
25495137 www.erdkorn.de
02501info@superbiomarkt.de
9855-0
www.superbiomarkt.de
06257ziad.chahrouri@alnatura.de
9322-436 www.alnatura.de
089gsailer@basic-ag.de
306689www.basic-bio.de
80
0221info@naturata-koeln.de
9440230 www.naturata-koeln.de
030www.eokomma.de
259406schulz@kormorannaturwaren.de
20
030-698
www.lpg-biomarkt.de
19400
biopool@t-online.de
info@lpg-biomarkt.de
03032514220
03054713137

einkauf@biocompany.de
www.biocompany.de
buschek@biofrischemarkt.de
www.viv-biofrischemarkt.de

H. Buschek
H.
Unbekannt
H. Willi Pfaff 089biomarkt@vollcorner.de
57877734

Organic supermarket chains 2008
name

outlets

street

ZIP/city

contact

phone

Bio Family

17

Rudolf-Diesel-Ring 17

BioB(ÖkoNova
GmbH)
Vierlinden/REWE
BioKonzept GmbH

11

Rudolf-Diesel-Ring 17

6

Stolberger Str. 92

82054
Sauerlach
82054
Sauerlach
50933 Köln

H. Bernd
Büttner
H. Nikolaus
Progner
Fr. Elke
Rieckh
Stefan
Schmidt

08104/89
40 0
081046692-50
0221-149873-0/-1

Denn’s

22

Hofer Str. 11

95183 Töpen

Füllhorn

7

Neuhöferstr. 45

Naturgut

5

Fangelsbachstr. 28 b

EBL

16

Klingenhofstr. 50

Landmanns
BioMarkt
Grüner Markt

6

Barerstr.54-56

4

Lindwurmstr. 80

75056
Sulzfeld
70180
Stuttgart
90411
Nürnberg
80799
München
80337
München

Aleco

6

Vogteistr. 2

Vogteistr. 2

H.Wolfgang
Mayer
Nikolaos
Tsiris
H.Gerhard
Bickel
Franziskus v.
Ketteler
H.Konrad
HolznerBusch
Georg Appel

e-mail
www.
Nikolaus.progner@oekonova.de
www.oekonova.de
Elke.rieckh@biokonzept.de
www.rewe.de;
stefan.schmidt@rewe-group.de

09295-180
07269911131
071167447637
091195174-15
08441787-121
08976704130

www.denns-biomarkt.de
info@denns.de
info@fuellhorn-naturmarkt.de
www.fuellhorn-naturmarkt.de
info@naturgut.net
www.naturgut.net
www.ebl.de
info@ebl.de
www.landmanns.de
info@landmanns.de
www.gruener-markt.de
info@gruener-markt.de

042643161

www.alecobio.de
info@alecobio.de
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Conventional food chains and discount outlets
Name

Street+no.

ZIPcode+city

Tel.
++490201-8593-0

www.

Aldi Nord

Eckenbergstr. 16

D-45307 Essen

Aldi Süd

Burgstr. 37

D-45476 Mülheim/Ruhr

Bartels-Langness (Famila)

Alte weide 7 - 13

D-24116 Kiel

0431-1696-0

famila-nordost.de

Citti Handelsgesellschaft mbH&Co KG

Mühlendamm 1

D-24113 Kiel

0431-6893-0

Citti.de

Coop eG

Benzstr. 10

D-24148 Kiel

0431-7250-0

Coop.de

EDEKA ZENTRALE AG & Co.KG

New-York-Ring 6

D-22297 Hamburg

40 / 63 77 – 0

Edeka.de

Famila Verbrauchermarkt GmbH&Co KG

Brunnenstr. 37

D-26789 Leer

491-808-0

Famila-nordwest.de

Feneberg Lebensmittel GmbH

Ursulasrieder str.2

D-87437 Kempten

831-5717-0

Feneberg.de

Kaufland

Rötelstr. 30

D-74196 Neckarsulm

7132-940-0

Kaufland.de

Konsumgenossenschaft Leipzig eG

Industriestraße 85-95

04229 Leipzig

341-4984-0

Konsum-leipzig.de

Lidl Stiftung GmbH&Co KG

Rötelstr. 30

D-74196 Neckarsulm

800-4553361

Lidl.de

Metro AG

Schlüterstr. 1

D-40235 Düsseldorf

0211-6886-0

Metro.de

Penny GmbH

Domstr. 20

D-50668 Köln

221-149-0

Penny.de

Plus GmbH

Wissollstr. 5-43

D-45478 Mühlheim/Ruhr

208-5806-0

Plus.de

Aldi-essen.de
Aldi-sued.de

Handelsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG
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Ex. product list & price list

Produktübersicht GV/Catering –Tk -Backwaren,
RLZ 270 Tage (Lagertemperatur: -18°C),








 










   



















Your logo
Preisliste, Handel –Tk -Backwaren (Lagertemperatur: -18°C),


































































A. Bio-Roggenbrote
Art-Nr

Name

Gewicht
g

RLZ bei
Lieferung

VPE

VPE/
Pal

Bio-Roggen-Vollkornbrot

800

32 Tage

12

64

Preis
EUR/
Stück
1,23

71203
71205

Bio-Dunkles Roggenbrot

600

24

4,56

Bio-Dinkel-Roggenbrot

500

6
Monate
2 Jahre

4

71207

16

64

7,89

Die Preise verstehen sich netto frei Lager Westdeutschland
Ab 1 Palette Gesamtmenge
Mengenstaffel: ab 3 Paletten 2 %, ab 5 Paletten 4 %
Bestellvorlauf: 5 Werktage
Öko-Kontrollstelle: DK-010 Ø
Zahlungsbedingungen: 30 Tage netto oder 7 Tage mit 2% Skonto
Bestellung per Fax an: (contact data of order-responsible person in your company)

See to it that the layout of your pricelist and your invoices correspond.
That makes your customer’s bookkeeping easier.
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Ex. logistic data
Your logo
Your address and contact data of
person responsible for logistics

Logistik-Daten
Art.Nr

Name

Gewicht
EAN
netto/brutto

123

BioProdukt
mit
Vollkorn
BioProdukt
mit
Körnern
BioProdukt
mit
Sesam

160 g
180 g

5701210012345 5712345430097

6

6
Monate

4,4x22x11 10/100

143

140 g
160 g

5701234504311 5701234531094

8

32 Tage 12,5x3x11 10/100

153

140 g
160 g

5712345004328 5701234532091

6

2 Jahre

160

456

789

EANUmkarton

Stück RLZ bei Maße
Pro
Lieferung Artikel
Karton
HxBx
D(cm)

10x2,5x11 10/100

Mindestbestellmenge: 1 Palette – Mischpalette möglich.
Der Bestellvorlauf beträgt 7 Tage, da alle Produkte auf Bestellung frisch hergestellt werden.
Lagerung trocken bei Zimmertemperatur (20°C)
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Palletierung: Höhe
Kart./Lage der
Kart./Pal
Pal
cm

Special thanks for providing illustrations:
AgroMilagro research, BNN, ZMP, A.C.
Nielsen, Ernst&Young, Trade dimensions,
neuform
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